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Comments from the Jury Group:
“Stylish action thriller which has adapted the genre nicely.“
“Following the strong female character and her multiple challenges is thrilling and captivating.“
“Nice cinematic feel. strong narrative. great dilemma for the central character - which places an important 
  social question in an accessible popular genre.“ 
“This was emotionally rich, brilliantly performed, stunning sound design and such a tight and compelling 
  production. I loved this.“ 
“This production transports the listener into Iraq.“
“Very well done. Sounds like a very big production, you really imagine the action movie.“

Norwegian Army captain Oda is in Iraq to train local forces. During an operation, her unit is attacked by terrorists, 
killing one of her colleagues and gravely injuring another. She later finds out that the attackers were equipped with 
anti-tank weapons produced by Nammo, a weapons manufacturer based in Raufoss, Norway – her hometown. This 
leaves her with a serious dilemma: Does she pursue the discovery and speak up about the fact that weapons made 
where she is from, are being sold on to enemy forces? Or should she keep her mouth shut and save her hometown’s 
main employer and tax revenue generator? She chooses to speak up, but integrity comes at a very high price. 
A series in 6 episodes.
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